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Introduction to the literature review – what is a literature review?
A synthetic review and summary of what is known and unknown regarding
the topic of a scholarly body of work, including the current work's place within
the existing knowledge.
Maggio et al, 2016

A review aims to:
1. Evaluate literature
2. Organize and classify literature
3. Identify patterns in literature
4. Identify research gaps

Introduction to the literature review – types of reviews
Literature (Narrative) Review

Systematic Review

Meta-Analysis

Research
question

Ranges from single to overview

Single question

Single question

Background
and
objectives

Summary of current literature,
objective may/may not be
identified

Summary of current literature,
objective clearly identified

Summary of current literature,
objective clearly identified

Methods

•
•
•

Protocol not stated
Inclusion/exclusion criteria not
specified
Article selection process and
criteria not specified

•
•
•

•

Protocol stated clearly (eg:
PRISMA)
Inclusion/exclusion criteria stated
clearly before review is conducted
Article selection process,and
appraisal criteria stated clearly
No statistical analysis

•
•
•
•

Result and
Conclusion

Summary and/or synthesis of
studies

Summary and/or synthesis of studies

Protocol stated clearly (eg:
PRISMA)
Inclusion/exclusion criteria
stated clearly before review
is conducted
Article selection process,and
appraisal criteria stated
clearly
Statistical analysis
Summary and/or synthesis of
studies
+ new data

Introduction to the literature review – why write a review?

1. Increase in scientific literature
→ information overload
2. Summarise developments in a
field
3. Place novel topics within
holistic concepts
4. Address needs for
reconceptualization

Introduction to the literature review – why write a review?

1. Increase in scientific literature
→ information overload
2. Summarise developments in a
field
3. Place novel topics within
holistic concepts
4. Address needs for
reconceptualization

Example of high-speed
science, difficult to navigate:
Covid-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) per
March 2020: 24,000 research papers from peerreviewed journals and pre-prints

Introduction to the literature review – why write a review?
“Researchers worldwide are increasingly
reliant on literature reviews. That’s
because review articles provide you with
a broad picture of the field, and help to
synthesize published research that’s
expanding at a rapid pace.”
Wilkinson J, 2020. Clarivate Analytics, Web of Science
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Why publish your review in good quality journals?

Journals are of a
high academic
standard due to
being reviewed by
academics in the
field
University of Melbourne
Library Guide, 2018

Why publish your review in good quality journals?

Journals are of a
high academic
standard due to
being reviewed by
academics in the
field
University of Melbourne Library
Guide, 2018

1.

Disseminate your research and
contribute to your field

2.

Increase reputation and visibility as
researcher → collaborations, grants

3.

Improve the university/faculty
reputation

4.

Peer-review is good feedback for
improving your work
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Anatomy of a literature review manuscript
Abstract
• Write this last, it is a summary of your review.
• Some journals do not require abstracts for reviews.
Introduction
• Introduce your topic and tell your audience why it is important that you reviewed the literature in your topic
area.
• Outline what you will discuss throughout the review.
Body
• Can take different forms depending on your topic, and break it up into sections if this is helpful.
• Go through all of the literature in detail, in an organized fashion, use synthesis tables if required.

Conclusion
• Restate your review summary concisely.
• Wrap up your review by drawing everything together and making sure it is clear what conclusions you draw
about your topic or field of study based on the research studies you read and analysed.
References
• Make sure your references are formatted correctly
•

Use reference managers

Concise title. Keep it short and sweet.

Introduction. Provides brief
background of the problem,
states the aim of the review.

Body. Divided into thematic
sections. This is section 1
which first provides evidence
that there is actually
apoptosis in the heart. Notice
that there are no methods
section.

Using a table to present the
literature is optional. But is
is done commonly and
makes the info easier to
digest

Body. This is section 3. After
talking about models and
pathways they now talk
about implementation of said
knowledge in therapeutics.
This section describes how
can we use antiapoptotic
therapeutics for heart failure

Body. Divided into sections.
This is section 2, which
describes how the
mechanisms of cardiac
apoptosis.

Conclusion. They
emphasize the results of the
review. And also clearly state
the research gaps.

Reference list. Make sure it
is neat (please use reference
manager software), and
follow the journal format for
reference style. Pay attention
to the maximum number of
references allowed by
journal.
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Writing the Literature Review

Step 1

Step 2

Choose topic

Step 3

Collect relevant,
good-quality articles

Step 5

Write, re-write,
polish, submit

Group articles
thematically

Step 4

Establish patterns,
agreements and
disagreements, gaps
in knowledge

Writing the Literature Review

Step 1

Choose topic

Skim read
The most difficult part of writing a literature review
Collect articles

Requires prior knowledge on the area of interestarticles
Tips on choosing the topic:

Write from a
fresh
perspective. Rewrite often.

1.

Develop search terms

2.

Skim read articles on the area of interest

3.Identify
Identifypatterns,
previously published reviews in area of interest to
avoid redundancy
agreement
and

Group articles

4. disagreements,
Identify potential gaps in knowledge, current
thematically
developments,
gaps in agreements and disagreements to write
about.
knowledge

5.

Discuss your choice with experts → even better invite them
to write with you

Writing the Literature Review

Step 2

Choose topic

Collect relevant,
good-quality articles

Reference
Managers

Group articles
thematically

Identify the most relevant and influential studies in your field
Ensure article is good quality. If necessary use PICO criteria.
Check impact factor, citation counts, indexingWrite
such asfrom
SCOPUS
a
(https://www.scimagojr.com/) and Web of Science
fresh
(https://mjl.clarivate.com/search-results)

perspective. Rewrite often.
Ensure journal is not predatory. Check https://beallslist.net/
Use reference manager to organise your collected articles

Establish
patterns,
agreements and
Citation counts to assess a study’s
disagreements,influence
gaps in
knowledge

grouping of the articles by type of source (Cronin, et al, 2008).
There are a number of tools that can help us analyze and synthesize our key sources. Table 2 show
about using a synthesis matrix to organize the sources in your literature review and integrate them into
a unique interpretation that not only serves as the foundation of your study but also contributes to the
dialogue in your field and establishes your credibility as a scholar. There are limitless ways of
structuring a matrix (Sally, 2013).

Writing the Literature Review

For example is a synthesis matrix organized by the key studies on your specific topic. Identify six to
Use
tables
to organise
your
articles
(synthesis
andas establish
twelve studies
that
are closely
related to the
focus
of your study
and thatmatrix)
you will use
the foundation
themes
for the
your
writing
for your proposed research. In the first column
along
vertical
axis of the table, list the author and
date of publication for each study (Sally, 2013). Then create columns to identify the purpose or
Collect
relevant,
research questions
theaauthors
posed,
the method
in the
study,
characteristics
of the
sample, the
Choose
topic
Write
short
summary
ofused
each
article
in your own
words
major findings of the study, the main ideas or themes distilled
from the findings,articles
how the findings
good-quality
strengths
and
weaknesses
confirm regarding
those of other key
studiesthoughts,
(similarities),comments,
and how the findings
differ from
other
studies or offer
information not found in other sources. of the publication.

Step 3

Group articles
thematically

Table 2. A synthesis matrix organized by the key studies
Ramdhani, et. al.

Author & Date
Sources 1
...
Sources n

Purpose

International Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
Vol. 03, No. 01, July 2014, pp. 47-56

Method

Sample

Finding

Similarities

Uniqueness

As it is likely that not all of the articles will be primary sources, you may wish to adapt your summary
system to accommodate other sources, such as systematic reviews or non-research literature. Possible
headings, adapted from appraisal tools for various types of literature are outlined in Table 3. Although
it may be laborious at times, each article should be read while trying to answer the questions . It is
worth noting, however, that if any aspect of the appraisal is not clear, it may be beneficial to access
more detailed tools or checklists that facilitate further analysis or critique (Cronin, et al, 2008).

Write from a fresh
perspective. Re-write
Table 3. Summary of information required in review
often.
sourcesan initial classification
Another tools for analyze
andsources
synthesize isSecondary
undertake
Primary
Non-research literature and grouping of the
Sources, (Sally, 2013).

-review

articles by type of source.
overview has been completed
it is necessary to return to the
Title: Once the initialTitle:
Title:
and year:
Author
and year:review of the
Author
and year: It is recommended that some
articles to undertake aAuthor
more
systematic
and
critical
content.
Journal (full reference):
Journal (full reference):
Journal (full reference):
type of structure is adopted
during this process
suchpurpose:
as that proposed
by Cohen (1990). This simple
Purpose of study:
Review questions/
Purpose of paper:
Type of study:
Key definitions:
Credibility:
method is referred to Setting:
as the Preview, Question,
Read, Summarize
(PQRS) system and it not only keeps
Review boundaries:
Quality:
Data collection method:
Appraisal
criteria:
Content:
you focussed and consistent
but ultimately
facilitates
easy identification
and retrieval of material
Major findings:
Synthesis of studies:
Coherence:
particularly if a large Recommendations:
number of publications
are conclusions:
being reviewed
(Cronin, et al, 2008).
Summary/
Recommendations:
Key thoughts/ comments, e.g.
Key thoughts/ comments, e.g.
strengths/ weakness:
strengths/ weakness:
Source: Cronin et. al. (2008) p. 41

Key thoughts/ comments, e.g.
strengths/ weakness:

Following the preview stage, a reviewer may end up with four stacks of articles that are deemed
relevant to the purpose of the review (Cronin, et al, 2008). In the question stage, questions are asked

Step 4

Establish patterns,
agreements and
disagreements, gaps
in knowledge

Writing the Literature Review

Example of synthesis matrix - raw

Writing the Literature Review
Select writing
strategy/organisation:
Choose topic
1. Chronological:
organise the

Collect relevant,
good-quality articles

Group articles
thematically

review in stages of how the
topic has changed
2. Descriptive: broad-tospecific, major models or
major theories, contrasting
theories
Write the first draft
Avoid plagiarism! Paraphrase!
Re-write

Step 5

Write, re-write,
polish, submit

Establish patterns,
agreements and
disagreements, gaps
in knowledge

Writing the Literature Review
Select writing
strategy/organisation:

Choose topic
1. Chronological:
organise the
review in stages of how the
topic has changed
2. Descriptive: broad-tospecific, major models or
major theories, contrasting
theories
Write the first draft
Avoid plagiarism! Paraphrase!
Re-write

Collect relevant,
good-quality
articles

Write, re-write,
polish

Utilise helpfulGroup
phrasesarticles
to connect ideas:

thematically

Establish
patterns,
agreements and
disagreements,
gaps in
knowledge

Writing the Literature Review
Select writing
strategy/organisation:

Choose topic
1. Chronological:
organise the
review in stages of how the
topic has changed
2. Descriptive: broad-tospecific, major models or
major theories, contrasting
theories
Write the first draft
Avoid plagiarism! Paraphrase!
Re-write

Collect relevant,
good-quality
articles

Write, re-write,
polish

Utilise helpful
phrases
to connect ideas:
Group
articles

thematically

Establish
patterns,
agreements and
disagreements,
gaps in
knowledge

Conclusion
1. Literature (narrative) reviews are comprehensive summaries of the current
landscape of a field
2. Publishing the review in journals will result in rapid dissemination, increase
readership, and researcher-institution reputation
3. Step 1: choose the topic by identifying gaps in the literature, and make sure the
review topic is not redundant
4. Step 2 collect literature: identify the most influential literatures first, then do a
more comprehensive search. Make sure literature is from good quality journals,
and use reference managers to organise.
5. Step 3-4: identify the themes, gaps in knowledge, agreements/disagreements.
Use a synthesis matrix to organise.
6. Step 5: write, re-write, re-write, re-write, polish. Submit.
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